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REASONS
GOOD10
REEL TECHTO USE

LIGHTING LIFTS

Railways (ÖBB, DB, SNCF, NSB) - Shopping Malls (Zürich, München, Stockholm, Helsinki, Warschau, Krems) - Furniture 
Stores (Kika, Leiner) - Breweries (Carlsberg, Guinness, Forst) - Exhibition Companies (Hannover, Basel) - Dairies - Research 
Center Cern - Universities (Luxembourg, Lübeck, Köln, Düsseldorf, München, Essen, Frankfurt, Bochum) - Schools, Airports 
(Helsinki, London Heathrow) - Government buildings (Bern) - Hotels, churches, ...
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More than 15,000 lifts are in use across Europe to save money, resources and time
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EASY 
ACCES

FLOOR  
PROTECTIO

UNDISTURBED  
MANUFACTURING PROCESSE

UNINTERRUPTED  
CUSTOMER INTERACTIO

For cleaning, maintenance or servicing of lighting fixtures in 
a large mounting height or in inaccessible places; This will 
save you the use of a lift or a scaffold!

Beautiful rooms are often designed with floors made of 
wood, glass, carpet or marble. The use of a ladder, a scaffold 
or a platform lift is often associated with damage to the ex-
pensive floor, respectively.

You don‘t have to worry about stopping conveyor belts and 
thus a conductor or lift-related production stop is not neces-
sary

In areas with important customer traffic (hotels, railway 
stations, airports, etc.) the use of a ladder, scaffold or plat-
form lifts is usually a time-consuming, unattractive enclosed 
space, which restricts customer interaction. The cost and 
effort to plan these outtages accordingly are considerable 
as well.

REEL TECH reduces the use of time and material to a mini-
mum!

REEL TECH prolongs the life of your expensive and fragile 
floors

REEL TECH ensures trouble-free production processes!

REEL TECH offers an excellent service solution to leave the 
customers undisturbed

There are many technical and business reasons to  
use Reeltech lighting lifts, all of which are responsible 
for the cost-effective and efficient operation of your 
lighting solution.
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MULTIPLE  
USE

SAFETY AND  
CERTIFICATIO

Also REEL TECH offers alternative uses such as the 
power zoom, for easy distribution of electricity; it‘s 
also ideal for banners. Advertising banners can be 
exchanged at frequent intervals and it becomes easier 
to lease them out more effectively

Quality and product safety are guaranteed by TÜV-certifica-
tion and the European CE mark! The devices provide paten-
ted features such as a safety stop, auto-stop, reliable contact 
electricity transmission and many others. This guarantees 
an absolutely maintenance-free operation! Also, the risk of 
accidents in the handling of ladders or scaffolds and power 
related injuries is negated; and it creates a convenient main-
tenance method via remote control on the ground-level.

REEL TECH supports a multitude of applications. REEL TECH, a certified solution to guarantee more safety
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OPERATING  
HOURS COUNTER

WARRANTY &  
MAINTENANCE FREE

The continual use of LED lights, the associated exten-
sion of operating hours and investment capital lead to 
an increase in the guarantee discussions between users 
and their lighting supplier. REEL TECH is able to reliably 
report the working hours of your lighting fixtures

The units are completely maintenance free (!) and are 
not subject to regular audit requirements! The product 
life is set at about 25 years! Flexible warranty models 
give you additional security!

REEL TECH, is your reliable, independent status supplier for 
your lighting solution!

REEL TECH, just there when you need it!
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COST-SAVIN MODEL DIVERSIT
REEL TECH lighting lifts will save costs of lifting plat-
forms, technical personnel, scaffolding, transports and 
insurance. In addition, overtime and night surcharges 
for related operations are reduced as well. In addition, 
the energy-saving use is supported by the fast and easy 
operation of entire lighting groups!

A range offers more than 60 models with a carrying 
capacity of 5 kg to 500 kg, rotorbanner for advertising 
and a power distribution solution from the ceiling.

Your dustribution partne

www.reeltech .eu

REEL TECH assists in lowering your costs and
making them calculable!

REEL TECH fulfills your wishes and capacity needs
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